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• Origin: service on 2007 Post Election Audit Standards Working Group

• Can audits help protect elections that rely on vulnerable technology?

• Typical statutory audits: fixed percentage of batches, no consequences

• Detection framing (state-of-the-art 2007):

• the audit should have big chance of finding at least one error if outcome is wrong
• but errors often occur even when the outcome is right!

• Affirmative evidence framing:
• has the audit given strong evidence that the reported winners really won?
• if not, collect more evidence or do full count of trustworthy vote record to see who won

“Trustworthy” means a complete, accurate count would show who really won.

“Who really won” means who won according to an accurate count of the expressed
preferences of the eligible voters who validly cast ballots.
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Some records born untrustworthy: malleable or vulnerable tech btw voter & record.

To stay trustworthy, need:

• physical inventories of ballots & other materials
• demonstrably secure chain of custody
• appropriate physical security
• eligibility audits
• ballot accounting
• pollbook and participation reconciliation
• comparisons with registration
• trustworthy upper bound on # validly cast cards containing each contest

Can’t achieve cyber-resilience without some physical security
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Risk-Limiting Audit (RLA)

Limit risk that an incorrect outcome will be certified.

Corrects wrong reported outcomes w/ high probability.

Never changes correct reported outcomes.

Risk: maximum chance of certifying the outcome if the outcome is in fact wrong.

RLA does not restore trustworthiness to a poorly run election.

Leverages trustworthiness of the vote record in a well-run election to provide affirmative
evidence that the reported winners really won, or correct the results if not.

Not a “tabulation audit.” Doesn’t check tabulation: checks whether accurate tabulation
would find the same winners.
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RLA pseudo-algorithm

Input: trustworthy, organized record of all validly cast votes; auxiliary randomness

Output: strong evidence that reported outcome is correct, or correct outcome

while (!(full handcount) && !(strong evidence outcome is correct)) {
examine more ballots

}

if (full handcount) {
handcount result replaces reported result

}
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Risk-Limiting Audits

• Endorsed by NASEM, PCEA, ASA, LWV, CC, VV, . . .

• ~60 pilot audits in about 17 states and DK

• Laws in ~15 states
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Quantifying Evidence

Create set of games, at least one of which has odds that are fair or unfavorable if one or
more reported winners didn’t really win. (SHANGRLA + ALPHA)

• Each game involves betting on the next number sampled at random from a list.
• Each game involves a different list.
• If the outcome is wrong, the mean of at least one of the lists is ≤ 1/2.
• Start with a stake of $1 in each game.
• Bet using any strategy you want (can’t peek into the future).
• If your fortune gets to $20 in every game, audit stops.
• If you go broke in any game, do a full hand count.

If you don’t get to $20 in every game (or if you get bored), full hand count of
trustworthy vote record.
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Ville (1939): Chance your fortune ever reaches $k in a sequence of fair or unfavorable
bets is at most 1/k

At most 5% chance you get to $20 in every game if any reported winner didn’t really win.

Thus, RLA with risk limit 5%.

Better betting strategies → more efficient audits: current research
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Abuse

RLAs increasingly abused to distract from fundamental problems in election
administration: no trustworthy, organized, complete record of expressed preferences of
eligible voters who validly cast ballots.

E.g., GA SoS Raffensperger claimed that a (deeply flawed) audit of one contest in 2020
based on untrustworthy paper trail “reaffirmed that the state’s new secure paper ballot
voting system accurately counted and reported results.”
https://sos.ga.gov/news/historic-first-statewide-audit-paper-ballots-upholds-result-
presidential-race

“Full count audit” omitted thousands of ballots in Fulton County alone; machine counts
included some ballots twice or more. Audit did not notice.
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Open research questions

• What is the class of social choice functions that can be audited with SHANGRLA?

• If there are sufficient conditions, are there also necessary and sufficient conditions?

• Are all sets of necessary and sufficient conditions equally expensive to audit?

• Is “pairwise” auditing sharper than “global” auditing?

• Optimizing stratified audits
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